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How EPA Describes Monitoring Data

Projects (Why data were collected)
- Brief summary of monitoring plan
Monitoring Locations (Where data were 
collected)
- Describe where monitoring takes place
Results (When, How and What were collected)
- Measurements of what were monitored

Three categories of data:



The National STORET Data Warehouse

A national repository of water quality monitoring data 
– “Modernized STORET”

Stores water data of all types (biological, chemical, 
physical) submitted by states, tribes, watershed 
groups, other federal agencies, and universities

Web-enabled: Data are available -- and can be 
submitted -- using the Web

Encourages data sharing at a national level



Managing Data Locally

Data sharing at a national level benefits from:
Well documented data at a local level
Well managed data at a local level 





What is WQX?

WQX defines the framework by which EPA 
compiles water quality monitoring data 
(physical, chemical and biological) that are 
collected by a number of entities via a shared 
schema. 
The schema allows for anybody to share data 
regardless of what the original source of the 
data was.
All data flows into the STORET Warehouse



A Standard Sharing Template

The physical conditions in the environment at the 
time of a site visit.
The chemical and bacteriological make-up of the 
water sampled.
Chemical analyses of fish tissue collected.



A Standard Sharing Template
Biological Taxon Abundance data, including population 
census, frequency class, group summaries, and 
individual results
Toxicity data
Habitat Assessment scores and their related metric 
scores
Biological Index scores and their related metric scores



The tool will be easy to use and accept basic input formats (i.e. 
Excel Spreadsheets)
Tool will have translations for mapping data to WQX domain 
values or defaults
Tool creates WQX XML (standard file) that a user can send 
through WQX

The XML Generation Tool



What is XML?

A horrible name for a web submission tool…
any better ideas??
A standard web language that allows people 
to display, transfer, share, interact… with 
data
A wonderful tool that we can use to share 
water quality monitoring data nationally

















Contacting STORET

Contact:
The STORET Team: storet@epa.gov
1-800-424-9067 

Or Visit:   
www.epa.gov/storet
www.epa.gov/storet/wqx.html
http://www.exchangenetwork.net
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